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ABSTRACT
Agents have gained popularity nowadays as virtual assistants and companions of their human users supporting daily activities in many aspects of personal life. Designed to be sociable, an agent engages its user(s) to communicate and even develop friendships. Rather than just as a lifeless toy, it is supposed to be perceived as an individual with its own personality, experiences, and social life. In this paper, we seek to highlight self-hood as another dimension that characterizes an agent. Besides levels of autonomy and reasoning, an agent can be defined based on its capacity to process and reflect on its own self as an individual that possesses identity, embodiment, mind (mental), social relationship with others, and experiences comprising memories about the past and future prospects. We argue that this self-awareness is necessary for a companion agent to engage seamlessly with people as a real actual individual. Some existing implementations and models from preliminary works on agent’s self-awareness illustrate the feasibility and challenges to realize this concept. Beyond assistance and companionship, we also envisage that this model of self is applicable to other types of autonomous application and system involving extensive interaction with people potentially tackling moral and ethical issues.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous agents have been widely adopted as virtual assistants or artificial companions to support their human user(s) in daily activities and personal life [6, 33]. Beyond performing repetitive or routine tasks, agents may engage users to communicate mostly through natural conversations and even develop relationships [34]. They are commonly built in various forms ranging from active applications resided in mobile devices to embodied human-like robots. These products of social agents are meant to be perceived and believed as if they are present as real individuals. People have started to talk with the agents as if they are real humans with mind and personality of their own [44] and even able to mutually teach and learn together [14].

However, instead of making the responses genuinely from the agents’ own feelings or thoughts, they are merely expressed just to create the impression of their person-like social presence as a metaphor. In this case, there is no need for an agent to have its own view towards itself nor to maintain a model of its own self [15, 19] to fulfill this requirement. The agent’s responses can be made pre-programmed or pre-configured with no underlying feelings nor thoughts. This non-realistic social competence limits the functionality of the agents. The impression that the agent is really present may happen only momentarily and cannot last long enough to develop close interpersonal relationships.

On the other hand, reflection on one’s own self and reasoning about how one relates to another are essential in human-to-human communication. Communication is used by all participants for learning, influencing, assisting, socially relating, and playing from and to one another [37]. In transactional model of communication [3, 5], it is viewed that the participants act continuously and simultaneously as both speaker and listener while they develop shared meaning and mutual understanding according to their own past experiences, attitudes, self-images, or expectations. Knowing oneself becomes crucial since turn-taking in conversation [17] and meaning construction [8, 31] constitutes some reflection on one’s own thought and anticipation on what and how the other thinks about oneself (Figure 1a). Furthermore, how deep the participants are willing to reveal information about internal states or private concepts of themselves to each other indicates the closeness of their interpersonal relationship [1]. Self-disclosure as the voluntary sharing of personal experiences, feelings, and other private inner states of mind becomes significant for ones to develop interpersonal relationships [1, 45].

Consequently, self-awareness which is defined as the capacity to put oneself (or the self of its own) as the focus of attention [16, 29, 32, 36] including understanding how others see oneself [18], is also essential for a social agent to develop trust and close acquaintance with others. This capacity allows one to continually learn about one’s own social roles, relationships, and environment while in turn update the model and concept about oneself accordingly. It has been indicated that exhibiting social abilities like self-control or awareness of own mistakes of a companion robot can improve the sense of social presence and user acceptance [22]. Following this matter, we view that the current limitation in making the agent socially realistic is due to the lack of its incorporation and ascription with self-hood.

In this paper, we envisage the ascriptions of self and self-awareness for social robots and conversational agents to enable or to improve their social behavior, communication, and interpersonal relationship with humans. Besides the motivation to come up with a general framework of self-awareness for social agents, the conceptualization may also provide new insights on how self and self-awareness can be realized as parts of artificial general intelligence in the social context. In the rest of the paper, we discuss how self-hood is conceptualized as a property of a computational agent. This may add another dimension to classify or characterize an agent beyond their reasoning capacity or levels of autonomy. Based on the current existing preliminary works on self-awareness on robots and virtual agents, we discuss the feasibility of realizing the concept. We also put forward the gaps and challenges that still need to be overcome by the current technology of agents and AI in general. We also envisage that this concept of self-awareness can be applicable to other domains in general beyond companionship that may need extensive interaction with people or social environment.

2 SELF IN ROBOTS AND AGENTS

Despite the long-term history of ideas and conceptualization of self and self-awareness in many fields of study, a little attention is still given to the capacity to reflect on oneself in social robots or agents. Even though abundant examples of the robot’s self-awareness have also been narrated in science fiction stories (droids and robots in Star Wars trilogy and series, Terminator, Star Trek TNG to name a few), the concept of self has not been much considered as parts of the design of a real social robot or a conversational agent.

In robotics, works in self-awareness focus on how a robot can learn and discover its own motion dynamic by testing and experiencing its own movements and actions [9, 21, 40]. This includes recognizing itself in the mirror [21, 40], or control and adapt its own movement robustly despite impairments [9]. Besides the dynamics of embodiment, continuously identifying self-properties within an environment like Simultaneous Localization-and-Mapping (SLAM) for robots navigation can also be considered as a particular form of self-awareness [27] (e.g. the scenario in Figure 1b). Robots with this model of self are made to focus on modeling the embodiment, physical characteristics, and how they fit into their environment.

Similarly, how self-awareness occurs and relates to reasoning, planning, learning, and other cognitive and mental faculties have been computationally modeled in [11, 38, 39, 43]. These models view that self-awareness is a kind of meta-level cognition in which the system or the program forms and makes use of a representation about its own internal process in achieving its domain task objectives. One model emphasizes the role of autobiographical memory that the self-aware system represents multiple instances of itself in its mind as self-projections to different contexts and time from past experiences stored in memory [38].

Kuonev et al. [28] generalize this concept of self-awareness to characterize a computing system. Although the conceptualization can be considered more comprehensive and general than the meta-cognitive models above, it is still restricted to the internal aspects of the system itself isolated from its surrounding social world. A similar concept is made less restrictive by including self-expression as a part of the framework for engineering self-aware systems [30]. However, it is still limited to be just about displaying or presenting knowledge about self developed so far to other systems or agents. Bringsjord [10] has demonstrated a high level logical reasoning over self knowledge of a humanoid robot that recursively comprises others’ self knowledge but only for making it to respond to a particular question of a very specific classical problem in epistemologic logic.

In this paper, the envisioned model of self and self-awareness is considered should be as comprehensive as possible to sufficiently allow a second-person (or nth-person) to characterize and identify oneself (the first person). By empathizing one another reciprocally and dynamically in the so called affective loop [25, 26], both parties in the interaction will ultimately achieve self-awareness [2]. Subagdja and Tan [42] have proposed a model of self and self-awareness for a conversational humanoid robot similar to the envisioned concept in this paper. The robot represents multiple aspects of self in its mind with a complex nested structure of inter-relatedness of selves among parties to handle simple interaction and conversation. This last mentioned model is extended and elaborated in this paper.

3 KNOW THYSELF

In this paper, we adopt the common view in neuropsychology and brain science that consider self as an emerging phenomena from the interaction among different mental faculties in the brain [12, 24]. This implies that self-awareness constitutes constructive mental processes wherein information about oneself either as the subject, object, or every aspect that belong to the individual is being attended in one’s own mind.

This conforms with evidence in neuropsychology that awareness about the presence of limbs in one’s body is mentally made up [35] by the individual in order to make sense one’s own existence [4, 7, 12, 24].
3.1 Levels of Self-Awareness

The constructive process of self-awareness in a social agent, in this case, can be formulated to constitute the creation of instances of information or knowledge that refer to something. This mental construct can be called awareness which represents someone or something in the world, an imaginary object, an abstract thought, or a snapshot of memory flashback. For instance, when an agent i is aware of or that p, it means that p is something in i’s mind or mental state. Figure 2 illustrate this as basic awareness. However, self-awareness occurs only if p contains a description or reference to i itself as the agent that possesses the awareness. Consequently, awareness about something still does not count as self-awareness if no reference to the agent’s own self is present even though it is expressed in a complex nested structure (e.g i aware that j aware that k … where i ≠ j ≠ k ≠ …). In this paper, awareness can take different forms as an aspect of mind or mental state. Any type of intentional modality in theory of mind can be considered as a kind of awareness like want, observe, recall, think, or imagine.

There are two kinds of self-awareness in terms of the level of the agent’s point of view:

- **first-agent** self-awareness in which the agent’s self is seen from the first-person view or as the subject of the awareness. For example, Figure 2 shows that agent (robot) i is aware that i itself is aware of p (e.g think about, remember, or see p). This is also called subjective self-awareness [42];
- **nth-agent** self-awareness in which the agent’s self is seen from the second or nth person view or as the object of the awareness of another agent. For example, Figure 2 shows that agent i can be aware that p is aware of i. This can also be called objective self-awareness [42].

As a constructive process, awareness is created dynamically inside one’s mind triggered or initiated by perception or any kind of thought about something (someone). In this case, self-awareness may have a complex nested structure representation about anything inside one’s or the others’ mind. The distinction of this envisioned concept with the other related models described above is that the representation of self may consist of complex intertwining relations among different individuals which may be projected into different contexts and time though they must have some references to oneself (complex self-awareness in Figure 2).

3.2 Aspects of Self

Besides the complex nested structure of representation, self should also be tightly related to the agent’s social world [4, 7, 18]. Besides the levels of self-awareness, the types or aspects of information to characterize a social agent are necessary to define. These aspects can be envisaged as follows.

3.2.1 **Identity**. This aspect is about the information that can be used to characterize the agent as a unique individual or as a distinct entity from others. It may include categorical information or classification of oneself to identify the individual (e.g type, race, color, looks). Identity is the main information necessary for self to exist. From the subjective self-awareness, the agent should know its own identity information like name, registry number, race, or age. From the objective or nth-agent view, the scenario in Figure 1c exemplifies the revelation of the agent’s identity information (color) to another, expecting the other identifies and ascribes it to the agent as its identity. A self-aware agent should develop and maintain its identity over its lifetime or its overall period of use. This identity information enables the agent to have its own social life distinct from the others and to maintain a long-term interpersonal relationship with humans.

3.2.2 **Embodiment**. Embodiment is about the characterization of the embodiment, situation, and environment wherein the agent is present. This includes for example, knowing the bodily structure or limbs, pose, current location (relative to the environment), abilities to change the state of environment and so on. A simple example is the first-agent self awareness in locating the position of the agent’s self with respect to the layout of the environment (Scenario in Figure 1c). Another example is nth-agent self awareness in playing hide and seek (Figure 1d). The last example shows that the agent can project its embodiment model to the other’s mind expecting that the other the agent is not visible or not present. However, the other agent may also anticipate that the first agent could think in that way regarding the other’s own awareness when it is located in a particular place (e.g in the corner of a room).

3.2.3 **Mind**. Mind aspect is about the characterization of an individual based on one’s mental state. This includes the kind of reasoning, feelings, affective state, or mental operation that is present in one’s mind at one moment. The agent may reflect on its own intention, desire, observation, what it recalls from memory, or what it has imagined as different forms of awareness. As mentioned previously, awareness can take many forms like desire, thought, imagination, perception, or feeling (emotion). With the objective kind of self-awareness it is possible to express intentional state in terms of the self aspects. This mind aspect enables the self representation to have its deep nested structure.

3.2.4 **Relationship**. Relationship aspect is about the characterization of an individual based on how it socially relates with other individuals. The subjective self-awareness of the agent’s relationship allows it to know and identify its friends, foes, owners, hosts, whom does it like (or dislike), and others socially related. In the nth-agent view, the agent becomes aware of whom or what others think or feel about the agent’s self. This social aspect of self allows the agent to have a social goal like making friends. Together with the mind aspect of information, the agent may develop or emulate...
a complex social emotion like shame, pride, or guilty which can only be initiated by the thought regarding self in the other’s mind.

3.2.5 Memory. Memory aspect is about the characterization of an individual based on what one has experienced or what one thinks will unfold in the future based on experiences so far. This aspect constitutes memory of the agent, remembrance, and foresight about the future prospect beyond momentary awareness and thought. In this aspect, one requires an autobiographical memory to maintain multiple version of oneself in different time frame as a projection of one in the past and another version of self projected to the future [38]. In this case, the agent can represent every aspect of self as above in temporally extended manner.

3.3 Beyond Autonomy

Agents are commonly characterized based on their autonomy [20, 46]. However, this characterization has still a broad spectrum. It is still challenging to determine the exact boundary between one type and the other level of autonomy. An autonomous agent may be equipped with a sophisticated machine learning algorithm to automatically acquire knowledge from its experiences and use it to accomplish a certain task. However, another agent that behave reactively with simple pre-programmed rules to achieve the same task can still be considered as autonomous. Self-hood can be an alternative for characterizing an agent to overcome this vagueness. Which level of self representation can be processed and what aspects of information about self are covered give clear boundaries to distinguish one type of agent from another since it only depends on the kind of information it is used to represent the properties of self. Based on this characterization, an agent may someday no longer be defined as an autonomous entity but seen as one that represents oneself on its self knowledge and reason based on those representation to some extent.

4 CHALLENGES

Despite successful implementations on continuous self modeling of physical and dynamics of embodiment in robotics [9, 21, 40], there are still challenges that must be tackled to make this conceptualization of self and self-awareness practical. The first challenge is the lack of formal study and precise definition of their aspects. Those aspects and types of information described above are still intuitive and still based on relatively vague categorization. More thorough studies are still needed to investigate the proper aspects and formalize them in the model. The second challenge is related to the computational complexity to handle the complex representation of self as presented above. Processing the nested intertwining structure of different awareness representation can be intractable. There is no clear guiding principle to limit the depth of n-th-agent self-awareness representation. Interestingly, Subagdja and Tan [42] proposes a model of working memory for self-awareness that can handle the nested structure of self-awareness similar to the model presented here. The nested structure of self-awareness is built using a neural network architecture which can self-organize the levels generated in the nested structure of awareness. This avoids infinite generation of awareness levels and can demonstrate that the mind aspect of self-awareness is potentially practical. Another computational challenge is to handle the long lifetime application of autobiographical memory wherein the system must store all relevant experiences including the awareness structure as described above. This kind of system may require very large storage capacity for each individual agent. Each of the challenges mentioned above is still an open research question and engineering problem. Another study necessary to pursue is to look at the user or human acceptance and the believability of social presence of this kind of social agents with self awareness.

5 TACKLING MORAL AND ETHICS

Scenarios that exemplify aspects of self shown above has indicated that the envisioned concept of self is applicable to domains wherein human involvements are not necessary. For example, a multi-agent system dealing with a critical mission like agent-to-agent collaboration to localize and to map the environment in a search and rescue mission or security surveillance may require the agents to anticipate what the others think about themselves and act upon it (see hide and seek scenario in Figure 1c). The objective self-awareness in anticipating others may also allow the agents to learn and represent some norms and moral codes on the fly. For example, a self-driving car embedded with the self-awareness may be able to learn the norms or moral code of driving on the road directly based on its observation of how other drivers behave and think about the car itself. In a certain case, the car may initiate a non-verbal communication with a human driver (e.g by "honk the horn").

A possible way to realize this kind of self-awareness agent is by embedding it to an existing component or service so that it becomes aware of itself in terms of the aspects described in this paper and able to reveal its own internal states and potential collaboration to its human developer or user (e.g teachable components [41]). Another interesting application of this embeddable self-awareness is for realizing explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) [13, 23] wherein the internal states and processes of an AI system can be communicated transparently.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented the concept of self for an agent supporting their capacity to be sociable and to engage its user(s) to communicate and develop relationships. The agent can truthfully be perceived as an individual with its own identity, experiences, and social life. We have highlighted the concept of self-hood as another dimension that characterizes an agent besides levels of autonomy and reasoning. The concept allows an agent to be defined based on its capacity to process and reflect on its own self as an individual that possesses identity, embodiment, mind (mental), social relationship with others, and experiences comprising memories about the past and future prospects. Models and design of virtual assistants and social robots from some existing preliminary works on agent’s self-awareness have indicated the feasibility and challenges to realize this concept. we also have envisaged that this model of self is applicable to other types of autonomous application and system involving collaboration and extensive interaction with people.
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